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Planning for Failure..?



“
”

Failure? I don’t write code 
that fails.

- YOU



“
”

Yes you do and so do I.

- JESSE PHELPS



Here's the Reality

u We try hard
u We study
u We test, hopefully automated
u We QA
u And we still FAIL



How to Plan for Failure

u What might fail?
u What does failure look like?
u How severe of a problem is it?
u How likely is it to fail?
u Can we detect it when it happens?



Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

u Failure Modes – “the ways, or modes, in which something might fail”
u Failures are any errors or defects, especially ones that affect the 

customer, and can be potential or actual.

u Effects Analysis – “studying the consequences of those failures”



Risk Prioritization Number (RPN)

u Severity * Probability * Detection

u Severity of the event
u Probability it will occur
u Probability that the event will not be detected before the user 

becomes aware



ATM



Demos!

Refrigerator

Coffee

Software



Use it on anything!

u Relationships with a client
u Deployment systems
u Company communication patterns



Additional things to think 
about



Look at Your Data

u What data combinations should be impossible?
u Paradox: The order is simultaneously shipped and cancelled.

u Setup pattern based detection
u Historically on Mondays, I know we have over 100 orders from this 

customer by noon. I want a query to alert me if noon comes around 
and we have fewer than 100 orders from them.

u Write queries which should never return records.



Security Fail

u What happens if you find a breach?
u What happens to the data they got? Can they use it?



Pre-mortum

u Pretend something happened
u If X happened, where are would you start looking?

u All hands on deck
u Involve all the players

u Product owner included!

u Stage a fire-drill
u Needs a good, mostly full, QA environment

u Chaos Monkey



Fail-well!
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